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ABSTRACT 
DISAPPOINTING SHADES 
by Ann Shivers McNair 
May 2010 
Disappointing Shades is a collection of poems written at The University of 
Southern Mississippi. It is accompanied by a critical preface. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Praying People 
In my copy of Cole Swenson and David St. John' s anthology, American Hybrid, 
this little note is scribbled in the margin under Killamey Clark' s biographical 
information: "Poetry is either a sermon or a prayer." Angela Ball made that observation 
during a readings-in-poetry seminar last summer, and I have found it to be a compelling 
way of thinking about my own poetry, as well as the poetry I read. It is compelling not 
simply because much of my poetry is in conversation with religious themes and forms, 
but also because the position of the pray-er, the supplicator, is different from the position 
of the sermon-giver. Prayer is perhaps less didactic than sermon-giving and is, instead, 
an opportunity for joining other voices, for negotiating desires and wants. It seems to me 
that many of my poems are prayers- prayers to/from horses, moons, birds, other poets, 
other languages, doctors, lovers, God, etc. The speakers and/or characters in these poems 
are often praying from a position of disappointment, finding themselves still in need or 
poor once more. In "Mississippi 49," the speaker asks the moon to "come on in here," 
but is disappointed: "No help, moon. No help." Disappointment (in faith, in people, in 
myself, in poetry) blends with the delight of sounds, the comfort of repetition, the 
reassurance of form. 
Then there is the disappointment, in "Mahabouba Writes In," of Mahabouba, an 
African woman who suffered from an obstetric fistula- a humiliating and potentially 
dangerous childbirth injury that is widespread in African women, many of whom are not 
fully grown when they give birth to their first child. In fact, I consider Mahabouba to be 
the most uncomfortable praying persona I have tried to take on. It' s one thing to be a 
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horse, and entirely another to be "myself." And it's still another thing, as a privileged 
white American woman, to take on the voice of an African woman who has suffered 
more than I can know. But the prayer of that poem, "Mahabouba Writes In," is one that I 
believe only Mahabouba can make. I will never forget what Natasha Trethewey said 
during a question-and-answer session during her visit to the Center for Writers in the fall 
of 2008: "The main reason persona fails in a poem is a lack of empathy, a lack of sharing 
something in common- this creates a sense of otherness." I think this is precisely the 
reason that persona poems can be so terrifying. Disingenuousness coupled with 
"othering" is surely not a good thing in a poem. I specifically avoided persona poems 
that involved a "real person" for quite some time because I feared just that. 
But I have come to realize that just as a lack of empathy can ruin a persona poem, 
the presence of empathy is the foundation of a persona poem, and it is a way to make 
prayers and supplications. I, "myself" or the "poet-I," can hardly make this prayer: "To 
Whom It Concerns: Some questions. Will they turn my fistula hospital into a hotel 
someday?" This is Mahabouba' s prayer. I do not claim to know Mahabouba after 
reading about her in a New York Times op-ed piece and researching the hospital where 
she was treated. I only know that I feel a strange chord of empathy with her in a world 
that would have us be "others." I am not praying on behalf ofMahabouba, or even/or 
Mahabouba. I think I'm praying to her, with her, or in her, if anything. 
I certainly haven't always thought about my poetry this way, though. I have not 
always seen my poetry as an attempt to communicate something to someone, and/or 
commune with someone. And that's when my undergraduate creative writing adviser 
stepped in. He had noticed that I occasionally used French words in my poems, so he 
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started giving me French film prompts. I watched such films as Jules et Jim and Un 
chien andalou, and wrote my poems as responses. In other words, I began having a 
conversation with something or someone other than myself. My adviser was of the 
Language persuasion, so other prompts included going through the New York Times and 
pulling out words and phrases to construct a poem. Again, I was learning to de-center 
myself a bit, to exploit sounds and connotations, to start a poem outside myself. I wrote 
some of the most abstract poems I've ever written during that period- heavily infused 
with French, and so abstract that they' d be hard to navigate even without the French-in 
part, I believe, because I still had not quite grasped the communicative power of poetry, I 
had not really thought of a real audience (perhaps because the audience for the sort of 
work I was doing is certainly limited). 
I was in the end stages of this phase when I came to the Center for Writers. That 
first semester, the fall of 2008, I learned in workshop that poetry can be too abstract. 
And in Julia Johnson' s poetic forms, I was reintroduced to form. As I scanned other 
poets' poems, then tried to emulate them, I realized that their poems were a liturgy for 
me, teaching me a rhythm for my own poems. I played quite a bit with the liturgy of 
"high church" and "low church" as I wrote formal poems. (A church service at a 
Missionary Baptist church translated into a villanelle.) When we came to free verse, I 
still felt that rhythm in my poems. I love what Mary Oliver says about free verse in A 
Poetry Handbook: "The free-verse poem sets up, in terms of sound and line, a premise or 
an expectation, and then, before the poem finishes, it makes a good response to this 
premise. This is the poem's design. What it sets up in the beginning it sings back to, all 
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the way, attaining a felt integrity" ( 68). I was learning to sing back to my beginnings in 
poems-often through repetition and modulation, often in threads of rhythm. 
I encountered two poets in particular whose work influenced mine, and the way I 
think about my poems: Ellen Bryant Voigt and Mark Jarman. Mark Jarman' s work, 
especially in Unholy Sonnets, made very explicit the connection between formal poetry 
and liturgy- I honestly had not thought much about it. I do admire Jarman's commitment 
to the sonnet form as a means of exploring his own faith and the faith of others. I saw in 
his work that sonnets- and poetry-can be recursive, and that the forward-and-backward 
movement of these poems is movement, after all. Jarman begins his sonnet numbered 
"38" with these lines: "I need an image for the soul and choose/ The selfish gene that 
wants to live forever," (lines 1-2), and ends the poem with a modulation of that 
beginning: "I need an image for the soul, and would/ Choose something else entirely if I 
could" (lines 13-14). The artlessness of those lines (and their repetition) is, I think, their 
most compelling feature. My the tone of own work is perhaps less confident Jarman' s-
but I do think I found inspiration in Jarman, or, more accurately, a Jarman mediated 
through Wallace Stevens (whose Collected Poems is my Book of Common Prayer, my 
psalter in poetry), in "Father Cecil," a poem I wrote that was originally a sonnet. The 
poem begins as follows: 
Father Cecil forgot the plants today. He will pray. 
He will stay, the layman need not ask. 
The plants will pray for Father Cecil. 
Father Cecil strays through the gray courtyard, 
resting. The plants have forgotten his place, 
but have not forgotten everything. 
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The repetition in the poem is playful, but the poem ends, like so many of my poems, in 
disappointment. Both Father Cecil and the layman are no more supplied, or fulfilled, 
than they were at the beginning of the poem: 
Father Cecil may have stayed too long. He may be wrong. 
His song will betray him to the plants. Plants 
go gray on days like today. Father Cecil will pray. 
He will not pray. The layman will not ask 
or stay. The courtyard plays gray for Father Cecil, 
who has forgotten again today. 
That disappointment is tempered in sing-song rhymes-or perhaps it is magnified by 
those sounds. 
I hear a similarly mitigated disappointment in Ellen Bryan Voigt's poems. Voigt 
came to visit the Center for Writers that fall, and I was struck by the liturgical sound of 
her poems. I read these last lines of a poem numbered "8" in her book, Messenger, as an 
ars poetica for myself: 
it's a new song when someone listens-
as when my father brought me Sunday's hymn, 
and we sat together at the cheap upright, on the narrow bench, 
side by side like birds on a branch 
facing into the wind, and I played for him 
note by hammered note the baritone. (lines 17-22) 
It is a new song when someone listens, even if the notes are hammered. The rhythms of 
my own hymns and liturgies, of my classical piano and voice training, of singing with 
family at the piano have not only influenced the subject matter and metrical style of my 
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poetry, but they have been a way for me to learn to sing back to my beginnings- and to 
sing to others, even to Mahabouba. 
This is, in part, an answer to the disturbing question that poet and former NEA 
director Dana Gioia asks: "can poetry matter?" I first came across Gioia's book (and, 
specifically, his essay by the same name) in the spring of 2009, as I was writing a literary 
criticism paper on Harold Bloom's The Anxiety of Influence. As I was working out my 
rather tortuous argument that "late capitalism" (to borrow Frederic Jameson' s phrase) is, 
despite appearances, a harsh environment for poets and poetry, a professor recommended 
Gioia's book to me. Gioia raises the question without mincing words: 
. . . the poetry boom has been a distressingly confined phenomenon. Decades of 
public and private funding have created a large professional class for the 
production and reception of new poetry, comprising legions of teachers, graduate 
students, editors, publishers, and administrators. Based mostly in universities, 
these groups have gradually become the primary audience for contemporary 
verse. Consequently, the energy of American poetry, which was once directed 
outward, is now increasingly focused inward . .. . Not long ago, "only poets read 
poetry" was meant as a damning criticism. Now it is a proven marketing 
strategy" (2). 
In that literary essay, I could only bring myself to cite Gioia's formulation as an extreme 
example of the dangers of capitalism in the world of poetry. 
But that was not to be my last dealing with Gioia. The question nagged me in my 
few weeks of summer break before summer classes began, and when it came time to 
write an extended essay for Angela Ball's readings in poetry seminar, I wrote Dana Gioia 
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and his question into the introduction of a paper on Claudia Keelan' s lovely book, The 
Devotion Field. While I find Keelan's poetry both a challenge and a delight to read, as 
well as an inspiration and guide for my own poetry, I also find Keelan herself, or Keelan 
the poet, inspiring. Her view on the audience for poetry, or at least her own poetry, here 
in the 21st century, is disillusioned, but not without hope. In short, I believe ( and my 
essay argues) that Keelan seems less concerned with who (or even how many) her readers 
are as she is with what she can ask them to do, what poetry can ask its readers to do. 
Specifically, Keelan calls her readers to engage the gaps (both visual and 
metaphysical) in her stories/poems and, thus, to make new poetry. And it can be done, 
Keelan seems to think. The subject of the poem, who may be the author or reader of 
another poem, can engage and do this work, as the speaker/Hester Prynne voice insists in 
the poem, "Scarlet Letter": 
yes, 
& I'm achieving Art, disembodied 
inside the footsteps 
that stepped then into a puddle-
ugh, who wrote that? (8) 
Despite and indeed because of tensions, uncertainties, and the necessary disembodiment 
of a shared Art, the poet and reader can be engaged in a constant creation of new Art, 
new poetry. 
In an interview I conducted over email, I asked Keelan what she believes is the 
role of poetry today. This is perhaps not a fair question to ask of anyone, but she 
graciously obliged. I was especially struck by her statement, "Poetry of the moment, 
dedicated to real time, can help a seeker become more attentive to his or her present." I 
love that she used the word "seeker" to describe readers of poetry, instead of classifying 
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readers of poetry as a "subculture" or in terms of economic function as Gioia does. I 
think that "seeker" certainly describes my own position as both a reader of poetry and a 
writer of poetry. When I am reading poetry and when I am writing, I'm seeking 
something- if not always truth/Truth, then at least a kindred spirit, a pleasing aesthetic, a 
way outside of myself and into someone else-and then usually back into myself. A 
seeker must pray, it seems, and so my poems are often prayers. Just as a reader is a 
seeker, a poet is a seeker; the poet needs the reader to complete the poem, and to 
complete a community of seeking. 
I couldn't resist asking Claudia Keelan what she thought about Gioia's question, 
"can poetry matter?" I hope she won't mind my quoting her in print: 
I think Dana Gioia is silly to say such a thing. He is a powerful man, so I guess 
powerful men need to find troubles they can fix. I don't know anyone who has 
ever solved the problem of human existence. We die, which leads us to wonder 
why we're here. Poetry does that if it's any good. Poetry has never been a 
mainstream activity. "It is difficult to get the news from poetry, but people die 
miserably every day for want of what is found there," says William Carlos 
Williams. The poetry I like best accepts its role, whatever it is. 
Brava, Ms. Keelan! I, too, am inclined to think of poetry as "accepting" a role-any role. 
Besides, it seems to me that the "seekers" define the role of poetry for themselves, for 
each poem, for each reading of a poem. 
The freedom ofreading and writing as a seeker is that even ifl can' t help praying 
for myself, I can find in these prayers and their personae that make the prayers a 
community of seekers, and a community of disappointment. Prayer-poems remind me 
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that I am not the only disappointed creature in the world, nor the most disappointed, and 
that disappointment seems to be at the heart not just of sorrow but of laughter, triumph, 
and love. Indeed, "If the world were only pain and logic, who would want it?" Thus 
wrote Mary Oliver in her poem, "Singapore," from House of Light (line 32). The line 
became the epigraph of my poem, "One Moon": 
This is how we must pray. You and I gather light, 
we are gentle. We have left our timepiece behind, 
step quietly, an argument for grass. 
Numinous blades on our small feet. We wait 
our turn, the slow walk to mid-summer. Clay packs 
our fingers and we blink at the breeze, slow for passing, 
for daybreak. Light carries our paean back to us. 
The moon has not come. We learn expansion, map 
our incomprehension in pocked seas. We fear 
we will bear these marks when the moon is gone.-
There is a very practical reason I like to write in the first-person plural "we"-1 find that 
"we" is, as its very nature suggests, more inclusive and therefore inviting than, say, a 
second-person voice (singular or plural), or even a first-person singular voice. But I also 
think the "we" is a means by which I remind myself that there are other seekers, other 
pray-ers. It's not that I (or "we") believe that the world is "only pain and logic." I do 
want the disappointing world. The light is in "learning expansion," learning to "map/ our 
incomprehension in pocked seas." 
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I 
Chopin's "Fantaisie-Impromptu" 
We mildew our hands on the stairwell, 
coming and going. Piano disappoints 
us exquisitely. We will allow this. 
We converge on pinked meat. 
The piano on demo voice. 
1 
2 
Six Miles on Smithville Road 
Some days are far too modest for these forays down a new road, in a new country town. 
But Saturday's kudzu and dust-lit air beg a runner down cracked pavement roads like this 
one. My foot-beats and breath-beats fall in time with the hawk's head swiveling, eyes 
raking the ground, left-right-breathe-left-right-breathe. The synthetic reflector strips on 
my Nikes seduce the hawk for just a moment- his rhythm breaks with mine--but we are 
wise. I run past. Now my lungs disengage the bucolic air, one bronchial constriction at a 
time. Left-breathe-right-breathe, ragged: no hawk's movements could echo this, and I 
am unwelcome. At the sight and smell of a newly dead doe roadside, I turn back, suck 
ungraciously on my inhaler. 
Donkey Cabbages 
after the Grimms ' fairy tale from Household Tales 
based on Margaret Hunt 's 1884 translation 
Ugly woman found me again. This time she' s been fantasizing about having a huntsman 
eat my heart, swallow it whole. 
I tell her it's kinky. I'll do it ifwe can work in my fantasy. The one about turning three 
women into asses. Underfed, beaten asses. 
She likes it. I want details on the heart-eating bit, but we've got to get everything in 
place. Giants, a cloud, bewitched cabbages. Ropes to tie the asses. 
I'm a bird now, there's a shot, and my heart's gont}-slips, whole, down his throat. 
3 
And Played 
after Kristina Jipson 
We played fair in the aperture of sunlit woods. 
Listened to the song, modal, 
contort to multiple iterations (andante). 
We knew what it meant to get June wrong. 
Inscriptions on the body. In plain air. 
Mapped modes in twigs and moss-
There. A grace note. 
And we crescendoed, climbing, enigmatic for what we contained. 
How the underbrush was proof of our concessions, 
falling down our backs (fermata) falling down. 
We knew what it meant to hear song and not. 
Knew it on our flesh. Each movement to the coda. 
Encumbered with brandishing and red vines- felt the flourish-
4 
Titananium sears bone 
from teeth to eyesocket 
radiant drop in barometric 
pressure tissues 
abnormal mechanics 
gas and tissue expand 
and this is felt as more pain. 
5 
Barometer 
Pop wrist arpeggio, 
click nail trill, 
Chopin' s "Nocturne, Op. 9 No. 2" 
threes-on-four should be sensual, shifty, 
dark in a bright key (E flat). 
Neighbor parks outside 
my open patio door. 
I switch digital piano to the Chopin 
recording, trail fingers over keys. 
6 
Piero Della Francesca' s The Death of Adam· 
Or death of Eve. 
Troubled Eve, in fresco lunette, silence. 
Piero does not know this woman, certainly 
not his mother. She pains him. 
He is first unnerved in the ragazzi scene 
by her expression. He had not thought 
Adam, in naked splendor, would evoke such agony 
in flesh-of-flesh. Her sunlit breast: 
Piero could weep for this 
love that is not love. 
Opposite: senescent Eve. 
Breasts hang with flesh of her arms, leaning 
toward dying Adam, but Piero knows 
she must always lean. She will not look 
upon the numinous naked youth attending Adam. 
Piero thinks the young man 
could not bear this. 
And so Eve will not tend the dead man. 
Seth, too late with tree of life, kneels. 
The wide-flung arms of the young 
woman behind him are not 
Eve' s. The cry is not hers. 
It is Piero' s. 
7 
The Death of Adam, or The Adamites, is the first of the Legend of the True Cross cycle of frescoes painted 
by Piero in the Chapel of San Francesco in Arezzo, Italy, cir. 1457. 
Corpus 
The girl is fat, about seven, wears a two piece. Skinny blond babysitter barks at other 
kids: let Abby play, too. Abby tries to drown the smaller girl. Babysitter barks Abby 
into time out. Abby's ecstasy watching the other kids is unbearable. Babysitter lets her 
back in the pool. Kids play another drowning game, and this time Abby smiles, shakes 
her head, and says, "Everyone knows I can't swim. Everyone knows I can't swim." 
8 
Letter from Study-Abroad in Grenoble, France 
I am full of modesty, pudeur, 
but that is because my Anglo love 
handles are not like the concave 
lines of the jeune fram;aise-
dearest, I am not French. 
I am not lissome, either. 
The way my thighs brush 
walking by the pool. Gaspard 
and Zelie beg me to jump 
with them, viens, viens! 
I am not a child, nor French. 
But I do love it here, 
especially the bus. 
The riders know best of all 
I am not French-
gaucherie americaine-
and they admit me, still, 
to rock-sway syncretism. 
9 
Piano Lesson 
Shorn nails for black-key-white-key trill, 
Limber fingers for octave run, 
Tough cuticles for glissando--but this time 
Blood tracks the keys. The right 
Big toe slips off the sustain pedal. 
Mrs. Slobin shakes her head, says 
nothing, and I leave the baby grand 
for the upright across the room. 
10 
The people's spines bend into pews. 
Their children play on the floor. Faith 
has no logic, they hear, and they know 
Psalms 
this. They mumble to God, who may not hear 
their litanies, may not bless the little children. 
11 
Portrait of a Lady 
Tt'" nnt th<>t '1A11 thn11oht T "hnnlrl " h"'""' m" Jpo" rlP<>r T lrnPn1 th<>t "'"" "' m" 1mn11rlPnf'P 
pomegranate, in the vernacular: there is no leg. 
And if there were, should I take your word for feeling sheets on shaven, or doesn' t it 
matter? I just caught the velvet, but you never made me. 
And so, dear, there really is no-but-you'll undoubtedly-for my own permanent-
12 
We hardly feel it come on. 
The high-pitched air wheeze 
in a hard laugh. We finger 
our throats, nails grazing 
thin skin. Our chests move 
faster up and down. Sounds 
in the room blur. We are alone, 
drowning, laughing. 
13 
Bronchial Constriction 
Appleseed 
I know to avoid the core. 
Spine spleen revulsion, just under my collarbone. 
But everyone has a foible after all: 
mine is recidivism. 
A knife, an apple: no temerity 
in slicing, only the lull of unwashed 
dishes, knife with peanut butter stains. 
I die a little when I see split seed 
aching, exquisite, the knife-ingress my own. 
14 
Mahabouba Writes In° 
To Whom It May Concern: Some questions. Will they tum my fistula hospital into a 
hotel someday? If so, consider the Waldorf-Astoria. 
Dear Mahabouba, at press time physicians identified skeletal dysmaturity and/or 
anatomic proximity of urinary and genital organs in women ages nine to sixty-five. The 
Waldorf-Astoria is lovely. 
Dear Sir or Madam, what will the decor be? 
Dear Mahabouba, you'll recall the use of methylene blue to identify the sites of 
incontinence. Patients rarely present expecting much. A hotel sounds lovely. 
Dear Sir or Madam, will the hotel have accommodations for children? 
15 
Dear Mahabouba, researchers have found high percentages of fetal loss in unattended 
deliveries in which the fistula developed, as well as abandonment or social estrangement 
of fistula patient due to her incontinence. The Waldorf-Astoria is lovely. 
Dear Sir or Madam, have you contacted the tourism board? Or shall I? 
Dear Mahabouba, it has been observed that vaginal scarring and cervical destruction 
can lead to secondary infertility. Better chance of success in restoring continence. A new 
hotel here in Addis Ababa would be lovely. 
New York Times contributor Nicholas Kristof reports that Mahabouba Mohammed suffered a fistula injury 
after giving birth to her first child, a still-born, at age 12. She had been sold as a sex slave at age 8. Her 
owner, disgusted by the smell associated with fistula injuries, left her for the hyenas. Mahabouba fended 
off the hyenas and managed to escape to American missionaries, who took her to the hospital in Addis 
Ababa, where Dr. Catherine Hamlin treated her. 
The body lacustrine will draw 
the soul amniotic, until 
Kyrie Eleison 
lenitive saint balm and inveterate rites fail. 
The body could not be more tender; the soul could 
stultify the body's measured 
worship, ineluctable jerk of the body 
and soul in unison. This is the body, prone 
penumbra of soul, hindering 
soul with gentle gestures and signs. 
The body could ask higher, 
but soul must petition body. 
Remission of loss, fullness of the flesh, spirit 
living fettered in recrudescent ecstasy: 
the body, the soul's one prayer, 
Kyrie eleison hemas. 
16 
Pre-osteoporosis 
On her fifth lap around the block 
she thinks of her mother's bones 
thinning. How she drives her heels 
into floors. Her tiny ankles and wrists. 
17 
She, with the slightest stir, 
Is transported- she, the femme 
Inconnue of dreams not to be had. 
Velvet sea sky purple, her body 
Trembles with the force of her 
Predilection can save her, but she's 
Waving and drowning all at once. 
She 
A hypothesis, of course: we must divert ourselves-
Spontaneous creation and sea breeze blancheur. 
18 
They are shoulder shrugs 
And a cunning expression 
Or perhaps disconcerting looks 
Trust is in the chest 
Lovers (feminine) 
by Paul Eluard 
At the height or dawn of their breasts get up 
To undress the night 
Eyes to break stones 
Smiles without thought 
For each dream 
The bursts of cries of snow 
Lakes of nudity 
And uprooted shadows. 
19 
He dreams her breast-height at dawn 
Shrugs disconcerted 
Undressed uprooted 
Cunning night and smiles 
She bursts stone he thinks 
Nude and expressive 
Trusts her chest and eyes 
Nusch0 
She breaks the lake snow shadows to get up. 
20 
The daughter of acrobats, Nusch married Paul Eluard in 1934, five years after his first love, Gala, left him 
for Salvador Dali. 
Chopin's "Nocturne, Op. 9 No. 2, in E-flat major, for the piano" 
"Enlargement occurs when a surface (or near-surface) object (usually an ordered string of notes) is 
subsequently 'enlarged,' or re-presented in temporally expanded form. In this way a small and 
comparatively modest musical object can develop into a larger entity of considerable structural and 
expressive consequence." 
-Brian Alegant and Donald Mclean, "On the Nature of Enlargement, " 
Journal of Music Theory, Spring 2001 
The piano disappoints exquisitely. The piano 
fails me when my in-laws are listening. I never 
get the threes-on-two right. There's nothing 
like getting a run right. The digital piano 
on demo voice is better than my playing 
is better than sight-reading sheet music. Or listening 
to me sight-reading sheet music. My ears always 
learn music before my eyes and fingers. Fingers last, 
and they disappoint the ears. 
21 
Idiopathic Anaphylaxis 
In times, we remember what it is to sing 
at the night. We've duly avoided 
non-steroidals. Each cell blossoms. 
We are a bouquet, ripe. A needle 
could burst all this, quick into the thigh, 
but we sing, sing, sing. 
22 
II 
23 
Morning and Evening, the First Day 
The appointment of light is lift-eyes; this investiture of sun is still blinding. 
Moon goes yellow in my windshield. 
You moon, I say, come on in here. 
Better you than sleep. 
How could they have known 
it's a ball, my husband says. 
Mississippi 49 
I'm not that smart, I say, I wouldn't've. 
Moon says mare, sea. 
No help, moon. No help. 
24 
He is tired in his chair today. 
The office dazzles. He will not 
Mr. Jones 
hear the bell. He loves that photograph, 
hates the yearbook. He imagines 
the young man at his desk has tears 
in his eyes. The secretary will give the man 
a tissue. He will walk quickly in the night. 
He will measure strides with light. 
25 
You and I are gentle. 
We know that delicate is numinous 
when nothing corresponds 
to primrose pallor. 
All I need is a raison de cesser, 
to know, you and I, 
with life-flush starving. 
26 
I Rest 
Dialectic of Productivity: A Blues Sonnet 
"ls Google Making Us Stupid?" 
-an article by Nicholas Carr in The Atlantic 
"Technology Doesn 't Dumb Us Down. It Frees Our Minds. " 
-a resp onse by Damon Darlin in the New York Times 
No knowledge can elude us: now the Internet. 
The search-bar answers, now the Internet, 
The matrix depths, encoded thought, and yet: 
We fear the forward move, the progress binds. 
We lose some skills, some thought, as progress binds, 
And, moving forward, flattens out our minds. 
We speak in Twitter, we think in byte and clip. 
We speak in Y arnmer- all in byte and clip. 
"Google makes us stupid," Carr will quip. 
We also fear the fear itself, of loss, 
Fearing the fear that progress causes loss: 
Producing moves us forward, backward, costs. 
We have not come so very far, at all. 
We have not come so very far, at all. 
27 
Epithalamion for Helen 
A girl must remember she's only leaves 
and blades, but never as blink and gone. 
She knows it means nothing at all, and waits, 
but, there: inexorably clings a nouveau nom. 
More, a girl should know that febrile 
is her only hope for sinking. 
She always thought she'd sing, mouthing 
froth, froth, froth. 
28 
Sunset on the Sedona 
set-platform spun, lights changed, 
carnival music again. 
Specially designed for this theatre. 
Theatre 
The deer sank his teeth through the teakwood wall 
into my ankle. 
A bunraku puppeteer waits 30 years to operate the puppet's left hand. 
I will surely die before then. 
Let a kid have two dogs and a cat. 
Hope that pig whipworms will slip lovingly 
into her digestive tract. 
Build immunity to deer bites. 
29 
Gomer 
The Lord said Lo Hosea, 
'Go, take yourself a wife of harlotry 
And children of harlotry. 
For the land has committed great harlotry 
By departing from the Lord. ' 
-Hosea 1:2 
Dearest, I am drowning in a bathtub, commonly. 
All my children have seen me. I did not learn 
bathing from them. I did not learn anything 
from them. Rejected priestesses have little 
but their deeds to devour them. A hired lover 
to you, and others, I would kill 
the darlings, and others. Curse me 
and my womb, dearest, and I will fall 
broken on my children. 
I am kneading the dough, 
I am spoiling hearts, 
I am sick with wine. 
30 
Secrets et Sourires 
for Eugene 
a loose translation of Paul Eluard's "La Terre Est Bleue" 
The fallen orange is blue, and she 
knows what it is, despite 
indulgences, to be toute nue. 
And though she is blue, necklace 
of windows about her throat, she reminds 
herself. In round orange, all the joies 
solaires-the sun on earth 
in her paths though naked. 
31 
One Moon 
"If the world were only pain and logic, who would want it?" 
-Mary Oliver, "Singapore" 
This is how we must pray. You and I gather light, 
we are gentle. We have left our timepiece behind, 
step quietly, an argument for grass. 
Numinous blades on our small feet. We wait 
our turn, the slow walk to mid-summer. Clay packs 
our fingers and we blink at the breeze, slow for passing, 
for daybreak. Light carries our paean back to us. 
32 
gargoyle 
tongue out 
pock-marked 
bird perch 
paris crowds rooftops 
too many windows 
gargoyle 
no eyes 
small hands 
thin wings 
city would not dare 
aspire to his height 
gargoyle 
beak nose 
elf ears 
sees all 
33 
Grotesque 
The minister leans in, 
says he's aware 
that I've been charged-
my sister-
Says sin, consequences, 
grace, forgiveness. 
I am life, I will be frozen 
and brought back 
when there's a cure. 
34 
Hunter 
Father Cecil 
Father Cecil forgot the plants today. He will pray. 
He will stay, the layman need not ask. 
The plants will pray for Father Cecil. 
Father Cecil strays through the gray courtyard, 
resting. The plants have forgotten his place, 
but have not forgotten everything. 
Father Cecil may have stayed too long. He may be wrong. 
His song will betray him to the plants. Plants 
go gray on days like today. Father Cecil will pray. 
He will not pray. The layman will not ask 
or stay. The courtyard plays gray for Father Cecil, 
who has forgotten again today. 
35 
Rilke's Hymn 
"Jch habe Hymnen, die ich schweige." 
-Rainer Maria Rilke, Das Stundenbuch (The Book of Hours), 
Das Buch vom Monchischen Leben (The Book of Monastic Life), 1899 
My first song responds to such 
Gluck, such fortune, regrettably. 
I am wed to the sea, 
you are scattered in city and fear. 
I am easily mistaken for those, 
you are night's vision. 
I speak of another lowering, 
you think of nothing but Viareggio. 
The second song is for Jedermann 
and everyone knows where it belongs. 
At the prescribed hour, these little 
happenings are mine. 
Stadt: The slightest omission is a city' s reflection. 
By the seventh I am wriggling, 
having narrowly escaped. 
36 
she walks on cool clover 
crushes white blossoms 
in her arches 
the bees begrudge her this 
they will die for love 
on her smooth heel 
37 
For Earth Day 
Pas de deux 
after Andre Breton 's "Tournesol" 
Mulberries are gentle and discursive, 
and happier. Imbue them 
with disengaged singularity, 
and cellar. 
This in markets, or where the voyageuse 
crosses les Halles, la pointe des pieds. 
(Swimming, even!) 
Such lapidary new, older 
not in your slight. Crepuscular 
incursion (nightfall) and 
all fall. You: 
despair in grand white 
blooms. Dreams in flasks. 
This foible is hardly 
yours. Only la belle inconnue 
she embodies it all. 
Swimming, even 
as you hope for mulberries, anything 
rolling across the sky. 
38 
Silver Horse sing slow, 
slow. Wants to look at stars 
through tulip poplar cusps. 
Silver Horse in the Sassafras 
Silver Horse get out of that sassafras. 
Girl won' t watch with you. 
Silver Horse don't believe. 
She's cold. 
Silver Horse sing slow 
with the sorrel, the bay, 
the paint, and the roan. 
They're not sorry. 
She' ll listen now. 
39 
A Young Black Man Visits Bay Street Presbyterian 
We are elephant, we are assumed. 
We are seen, we are black in a white 
church. We are not the future 
of race reconciliation. We want to sing 
white people. We will be heard. 
The untranslatable choral response. 
for Henry 
40 
Everything gets reused at our house, 
especially the mice. 
They die in piles. 
We extract the precious 
moisture from each body. 
The cats then carry them away, 
having refused them undried. 
41 
Our House 
Rhapsody in Granite 
Our surprise creeps slowly, like Gershwin. Fresh white paint across the front of the 
stone, in a firm block print: #97. We easily mistake the stone for an odd street-number 
sign in a sunken drainage ditch a few feet from the road. On a closer look, we discover 
that the stone is granite with an inscription: S.C. Anderson b. March 14, 1894 d. June 
20, 1946. 
42 
They coalesce in the country house. 
Ruby night in corridors, dog trails 
and whines. The guests are cold 
and sing to themselves. Gentle 
clay walls. Chattel waiting 
for a woman's velvet shadow. 
A child will hum to distract. 
43 
Soiree 
III 
there is no sign 
just spindly gates 
little mounds and golf flags 
up the gravel clay road 
the funeral procession picks 
across red mud 
one-story clubhouse 
porch leans 
At the Yalobusha Country Club 
the funeral procession devours 
fried chicken breast 
grape pecan cream cheese 
it is a sin, a sin, to cry at these things 
44 
Our god is more than twenty, 
and ii s '.Y retrouve un peu. 
Would you come, then? If 
war, not the world, were 
at fingertips and 
many by exacting 
in Beyrouth, or elsewhere, 
it catches at our throats 
like cattle, but slower 
trop tard. 
Time, to us, 
is burden 
(gape 
but only privately). 
We smell keenly 
of travel ' s covering-
fire bread honey sand 
latent, when only 
the fear of nights remains. 
No, it is the sea, la mer, 
that is near. 
Le Liban 
for Nadia Tueni 
translations from L' Age d'Ecume 
45 
Song for Evelyn 
sparkleberry supplejack loblolly pine 
dead oak and spanish-moss 
tendrils stifle accident 
stark limb broken-off 
branches like thorns 
protrudes askew 
gnarled and frayed root-ball brittle 
sapling ceases to penetrate parched yazoo 
clay for the taste of stale water 
46 
Blues are nothing but howls 
yellows are curves 
From L 'Age d'Ecume • 
by Nadia Tueni 
and time is emerald because I want it so 
caress a narrow taut body like all that is beautiful 
slow 
to make this living hatred last 
hatred far more dear than love 
fire is this mirage swallowed by your eyes 
and the hard stone boat 
partitions off a god who does not recognize 
these shipyards, shambles of sun where sea is legend 
47 
This is a translation of the fourteenth poem in Nadia Tueni's L 'Age d'Ecume. The poems in the volume 
have no titles and little to no punctuation- it is as ifTueni's consciousness of (and grief over) the 
fragmented, conflicted nature of her own people compels her to avoid such separating, divisive means as 
punctuation and titles. The work, then, carries the tension of cohesion and fragmentation. 
On Ascension at the Met 
for Thomas Campbell, Director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2009 - present 
Keen and fervid ilk 
in the art world echo: 
become, if not 
already, relevant. 
Suffice, not repatriate 
(though marginal, reveal): 
tell Tudor tapestry, 
Renaissance and Baroque. 
Contemporary art lures, 
mindless and blockbuster: 
meager and lackluster, 
indeed, at the Met. 
Not lightweight, no 
satellite, not visibly 
unhinged:butsense 
of robber-baron sort. 
On such curator-turned-
director, though clashes 
and somnolence loom, 
all peace depends. 
48 
I want to thank you all 
for coming out tonight, 
for all y'all do to support 
Intercession for the Bobcats 
these kids- they're all such great 
and wonderful kids and I 
am proud of them, real proud. 
Join me in prayer now, y'all. 
0 Lord dear heavenly father 
you know all things and we 
just want to glorify you. 
And Lord, we ask that you 
would give us a good season. 
this year for all our teams. 
We think of our football team, 
0 Lord, those other schools 
in Jackson have such 
nice, new facilities, see. 
And we have kids crammed 
in locker rooms- they're way 
too small, 0 Lord. But even 
still, we usually win. 
So help us, Lord, to keep 
on winning games, to fight 
against the odds- and give 
you all the glory, Lord. 
Amen, y'all have a seat. 
49 
Indelible frieze of purple 
and light. He laughed at her 
The Leaving Out 
when she spilled Coke on her thighs. 
And the unthwarted fury 
of the sun from her, 
and she: I think I want out. 
To this woman in the seat 
a sentient gesture, an esplanade, 
the untranslatable ground. 
50 
Springhill Villanelle, Or a White Girl at a Missionary Baptist Church 
Pelican wilderness. Slow blues, sixteen-bar. Piano moan. 
My body will not twist with electric organ pulse, but I can' t help the soul. 
You prophet, help me pray back these flesh-clung bones. 
Ragtime gospel too fast, bass-melody-bounce tones 
false in a sinner' s ear. My own cry rolls 
like a bird' s in wilderness, the Ray Charles blues: the piano moans 
only to intercede, every seventh-suspended chord drones 
the incense to heaven. I feel Christ' s twisted body, cold, 
will pray back for me the flesh-clung bones. 
Now the sing-him-dry riff, the atavistic groans. 
But will he have mercy on my soul, 
my wilderness? Blues and piano moan 
and I know he will. He can' t help it, even on his throne. 
The song bears up my soul, washed in the sixteen-bar bowl, 
in wilderness, slow blues while the piano' s moan 
prays, Christ, my flesh-clung bones. 
51 
Daylight Savings 
They're playing ping pong again, pop 
pop to hypertext, laugh loud, shuffle 
back. In the sun, they are too soft. 
My hips still feel the pothole tango 
my truck danced on Annie Street. 
52 
Other than Paris 
"We come for the choreography, but we are delivered something more brutal." 
-Henry Alford, "Fashionista Paris," New York Times 
In the tourist traps, Baudelaire's 
que ce soit hors d'ici. Anywhere 
but here, in Paris, lights. 
Lights in cabarets, musees 
whirl and dervish, fetish, phantom. 
The girolles were not beautiful 
and I did not take 
the brutality well. 
Loveliest Paris is more brutal, 
never linear, rarely lovely. 
Put Paris in postcards, 
Eiffel Tower trinkets-
already been done. She's tamer 
and delightfully still violent, 
the great malaise I felt 
in Jes Galleries Lafayette. 
53 
Jackson 
for James Kimbrell 
State Street's hills and turns 
obscure wealth slipping away, 
each block south. Wealth 
catches in those pruned and sweeping 
trees-shreds slip through and 
are caught in bushes a few blocks 
down. By Gallatin Street it' s gone. 
54 
London Commuters, Wash Your Hands 
He needs a cigarette to talk to her. 
She needs glasses. 
He blows smoke at her, 
fogs her glasses. 
She keeps talking. 
Go on, he says, etc. 
Her elbow, as if to demure. 
Her knee, as if to return. 
Go on, he says, etc. 
Brick reds the sky, 
whites the sun. 
She's unflappable. 
He needs another cigarette. 
55 
Moss Point 
A cold night. 
The pansies look like an army 
coming to get us, he said and nudged me. 
Faces, dark splotches of war paint. 
They are marching in rows 
like soldiers, he said. 
Yellow anger in perfect lines. 
They're scaring me now. A short laugh. 
Fury to the indifferent night. 
56 
Sant Ocean Hall, Smithsonian 
"And there is the Atlantic footbal/fish, a creature so grotesque, with its gaping mouth and gnome 's 
complexion, that its name could come from a desire to kick it. " 
-Edward Rothstein in his review of the museum's renovations, New York Times 
Japery is hardly the word 
for this shaitan in the gloom: 
dangling esca, the angler's lure. 
Science has no use for footballfish at present, 
but the museum likes them. 
The museum has vacated anthropology exhibits, 
humanity's discoveries and tools: 
instead, caricatures of the unknowable sea. 
But these must be amusing for children, 
all ages. Terror for only a few. 
The museum wants to find a place for humans, 
still, among footballfish. 
57 
Incantation 
I do not imagine gulls talk of sea breeze blancheur, 
of imprecision and ease. 
They are the false beauty of days. I am falling, 
and the gulls have not sung. Falling, I tell you. 
L 'au-de/a is merely an utterance, I am told, 
old like the world is translated, in song. 
The gulls pause, marmoreal, or they fly, 
but here I must divert myself. 
The sound, the song only they know. 
58 
Sam's Fall 
He never sees the same killdeer, or thinks 
He's seen one. The invisible legs whirring 
And unlikely to stop. Sam was once a killdeer 
Heading pell-mell away from the sun, 
Whirring, blurring. Sam stopped, a car, a driver. Still 
Stops and wonders at the blurry killdeer blurring 
Without stopping. God, God, Sam. Sam wants 
To know how again, how it will feel 
To gather the giant, wobbling stars 
And fix the moon in its place. 
59 
Le Liban 
for Nadia Tueni 
You witnessed the five provinces 
mandated to France, then the nonviolent 
liberation, nouvelle liberte, but 
choose French, ma cherie, 
for the academie 
(pas la langue natale). 
Win Paris, the male, the libanais, the west, 
and woman: you learned all aching la guerre 
their own, fulminate 
fractious, augment to holy war, civil 
Maronite and Druze,.frere et sang. 
You sensed another, a lutte yours 
and ours, theirs. (Translate 
identite nationale ?) 
La toute petite fille is yours 
and even titles would divide her 
threnody. 
And now, dear Nadia, war again. 
60 
Sestina for Mississippi 
after Joanna Meadvin, of New York 
"I don't know Mississippi," she writes, but she knows 
the state as well as I do-I, born here. 
I, Mississippian from birth in Flowood, find 
my state inscrutable. Each year 
I learn to distrust my eyes 
when they encounter Mississippi' s pot-hole roads. 
I like to think I know these roads, 
these highways, but they twist away from my eyes 
and hide in landscapes and landmarks. I know 
the Molly House in Mount Olive. Each year 
mildews another blue tarp on the roof. I find 
the grass more road than road, here 
where sand (south) and Yazoo clay (north) buck and buckle. Here 
at the Molly House the road is unwelcome. My grandm_other knew 
the black top wouldn't last where gravel and dust had for years, 
but the contractor, a relative' s son, poured asphalt proudly. Her eyes 
refused, gently, to see it. Sunk four feet on each side, the road 
she sees needs no Molly House or pavement to find 
the way from country to town. But I, granddaughter, cannot find 
my way without the black top and signs. My eyes 
are Mississippi eyes, but I wonder if I'm really from here 
when Smithville Road in Petal feels as new 
to me as to the New Yorker who hasn't been here a year. 
I thought if I left Mississippi, followed a road 
out, away-but even in Paris, roads 
shrank from me, and I knew 
then that a place is not roads. Roads find 
place, occasionally, but they lead me farther away each year 
from the Molly House. A road shows my eyes 
another place, a Mount Olive in a square-foot reflector sign, as if here 
could be so contained. But for the road's purposes, here 
is there, a means of getting there, and I find 
my Mississippi a matrix of going and coming, eyes 
on road signs and road. My grandmother knew 
what roads-fast black top roads~ould do, that year 
when they crept to her door. She loves her place, ignores the road. 
61 
I cannot ignore the road. I know it's hiding my Mississippi 
somewhere (here?) my sign-weary eyes can't find, 
not this year. 
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